
Dear Paul, k 7/15/77 

The story in this morning's Post adds little to what I heard on the 
radio last night 

and mentioned to my friend, unknown to you, Nike. 

The story confirms pre-emptive purposes. 

This is still another reminder that the supposedly commercial-minded
 people of the 

various media, including yours, are not really good at their busines
s when it comes to 

being intellectually capable of eporcindating with events. 

If you heme- had been able tO attract any interest in The Defenes
t etion of Henry Cott 

it could have been ready to get the world's best natural promotion f
rom this new development. 

It, includently, has to presage the possibility of more, more that m
ade be successfully 

hidden because of this ploy. 

After a subject gets hot movies come along with a bad treatment tha
t does not get 

the natural advantage of genuineness and is often the misbegotten of
fsping like te current 

bastard of the whore Schiller, The Trial of Les/ Harvey Oswald. 

Anyway, I'm accumulating what records I can if there ever is any int
erest and if not 

or if there is also they'll go to the university arcgLve. The last addit
ion was over 

2,000 pages and they really excited "ike. 

If the typing is worse than usual the sun is in my eyes. 

Bike and I have a relationship of trust. Ae calls despite having sent
 me the bug 

removed from his phone. Room bug. We have never met face to face. I d
o not know why he 

got ia touch with me. I knew it was after he got nowhere with others and
 I believe 

it was because from the experiences he had with the drug program 
years ago he believed that 

Odwald might have been subjected to some such treatment. 

It has come to the point where I expect and am not discouraged by these 
thinks 

cropping up. There is nobody with news background, more a feature or
 news and magazine 

background, who can't anticipate the natural human-interest developme
nts in any field 

in which he is expect. Not all. Not always correctly. But a fair per
centage. 	• 

As I've told Jim or Howard recently, my forecast, even since first i
ll, have been so 

accurate it is like 4erlin, the man who remembers the future. The reason
 is that all is 

so obvious. It renal n.  unseen by those who sear blinders on the mind. 

nastily, 


